In recent decades, a variety of morphodynamic model systems have been developed to improve our understanding of sediment transport and the resulting changes in riverbed topography. Despite progress in the description of physical processes, the degree of accuracy of morphodynamic model results remains difficult to assess and are also less than for hydrodynamics alone. In this paper, three different 2D morphodynamic systems have been applied to simulate a complex hydrodynamic and morphodynamic situation. These model systems were validated using data of sediment sorting and bed deformation conducted in a 180 • channel bend under unsteady-flow conditions. The calculations obtained by each modeling system were compared with the available observed data. The simulated results showed that all applied morphodynamic models could precisely calculate the bed level changes and the areas of deposition and scour. However, the models are not efficient enough to predict the distribution of the mean grain size in the channel bend.
Introduction
Rivers are present in nature in a variety of forms, such as straight, sinuous, meandering, and braided, because of interacting processes among water flow, sediment transport, and vegetation. Modeling of hydro-morphodynamics, also known as river morphodynamics, is vital to understand how the mentioned interacting processes work. The results can assist decision-making at multiple levels that can promote an environmentally friendly and cost-effective river basin and land management. However, modeling the complex interactions of hydro-morphodynamic processes are driven by various physical and numerical parameters, and many methods are reproduced using empirical formulations. Generally, several formulations for the same process (e.g., bed-load transport equation) exist. Most of these formulations employ an empirical relation for the equilibrium transport rate, which corresponds to the transport capacity of the flow, i.e., the bed material load discharge is equal to the sediment transport capacity of the flow. Further, sediment transport equations are equilibrium relationships based upon laboratory and field data collected under uniform flow conditions in shallow water bodies. The modeler must be aware of the limitations of these models to be able to reproduce the real behaviors of the river.
Determining the evolution of a given bed configuration due to the motion of the fluid and the resulting sediment transport was first examined in a theoretical context in a previous study [1] . Exner's work [1] in this area can be considered as a classical treatment of the problem and appears in many curvilinear horizontal coordinate systems, sigma stretched vertical coordinates), making them only suitable for simplified geometry. Moreover, filtering methods, such as the lengthening of the tide or the use of the so-called morphodynamic factor [26] , which have been extensively applied to reduce computational costs for long term applications, introduce an additional source of uncertainty [27] . On the other hand, most existing morphodynamic modeling systems rely on numerical methods, therefore having high computational costs for long-term applications.
In this paper, three comprehensive morphodynamic modeling systems, including HYDRO-FT, TELEMAC-MASCARET, and BASEMENT, have been applied to simulate complex hydrodynamic and morphodynamic situations in a curved channel. The complexity of such a simulation in a channel bend, which is due to two reasons, warrants this to be considered as the test case. Firstly, the highly non-uniform sediment in a channel bend is subject not only to longitudinal transport but also to transverse transport and transverse sorting by the secondary flow inherently associated with the curves. Secondly, the unsteadiness of flow in natural rivers certainly has some effects on the structure of the flow field, thereby affecting the motion of sediment particles. In the applications presented here, the sediment transport model is mainly restricted to the transport of non-cohesive sediments, which relies on classical semi-empirical concepts, including sand grading effects and parameterization of secondary current sand-wave effects. In order to evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of each model system, the simulation results are compared with measured bed topography and sediment sorting in the channel bend obtained in the laboratory in a previous study [28] .
Morphological Model Systems

TELEMAC-MASCARET
The open-source TELEMAC-MASCARET was developed originally by the National Hydraulics and Environment Laboratory (LNHE) of the research and development directorate of the French Electricity Board (EDF) as a hydro-informatics system for free surface flows [29] . All modules of the system are based on unstructured grids and finite element or finite volume algorithms. One crucial feature is parallelism with domain decomposition. The implicit algorithms have led to a partitioning without overlapping, with matching interface points, and linear systems solved over the whole domain. The programs are written in Fortran 90 and can be run on Unix, Linux, and Windows systems; they are compatible with any Fortran 90 compiler. The model system includes 2D and 3D hydrodynamic modules (TELEMAC-2D and -3D), and a spectral wave propagation model called "TOMAWAC". The environment is extended by the two-dimensional morphologic module called "SISYPHE" for bed-load and depth-averaged suspended load and SEDI-3D for the three-dimensional suspended load. More detailed information about the system can be found on the website: http://www.opentelemac.org/.
Hydrodynamic Module
The TELEMAC-2D flow module solves the Shallow Water Equations (SWE) with several options for the horizontal dispersion terms (e.g., depth-averaged k-ε model, Elder model, and constant eddy viscosity models) and source terms (e.g., atmospheric pressure gradients, Coriolis force). The numerical discretization includes a choice of classical methods for the advection terms (e.g., characteristics, Streamline-Upwinded Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG), distributive schemes). The use of implicit schemes allows for time step limitations to be relaxed (typically, values of a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number (CFL) up to 10 or 50 are acceptable). Recently, ideas stemming from finite volume techniques have been coupled with these implicit schemes to ensure monotonicity of depth and sediment concentrations, as well as mass conservation of machine accuracy.
TELEMAC-3D solves the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations in unstructured meshes obtained by a superimposition of 2D meshes of triangles. The movement of the mesh can be considered in the advection step by the transformation. The superimposed layers may not be evenly spaced. This allows a more accurate representation of the flow field by a refinement near the bed, enabling better accuracy of the turbulence models (mixing-length model, k-ε model) and leading to a better estimate of the bed shear stress. The 3D model can be applied to capture the effect of vertical recirculation cells as well as stratification effects, assuming a hydrostatic or non-hydrostatic pressure distribution [30] .
Sediment Transport and Morphodynamic Module
Sediment transport and bed change module (SISYPHE) can be used to model complex morphodynamic processes for different flow conditions, sediment size classes, and sediment transport modes. In SISYPHE, sediment transport processes are grouped as bed-load, suspended load, or total-load, with an extensive library of bed-load transport relations. Differing sediment transport formulae for bed-load or total-load are implemented. SISYPHE is applicable to non-cohesive sediments that can be uniform or non-uniform, as well as cohesive sediments and sand-mud mixtures. Several physically based processes are incorporated into SISYPHE, such as the influence of secondary currents to precisely capture the complex flow field induced by channel curvature, the effect of bed slope associated with the influence of gravity, bed roughness predictors, and areas of the non-erodible bed, among others. SISYPHE can be coupled to the depth-averaged shallow water module TELEMAC-2D or the three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes module TELEMAC-3D. The sediment transport model relies on a complete description of the flow field through internal coupling with the flow module. At each time step, the hydrodynamic model (TELEMAC) calculates the flow field and sends the spatial distribution of the main hydrodynamic variables (water depth, flow velocity components, and bed shear stress) to the SISYPHE model. These sediment transport rates are calculated and bed level change is used to account for the effects of sediment transport on flow. The structure of such a coupled system is shown in Figure 1 .
Sediment transport and bed change module (SISYPHE) can be used to model complex morphodynamic processes for different flow conditions, sediment size classes, and sediment transport modes. In SISYPHE, sediment transport processes are grouped as bed-load, suspended load, or total-load, with an extensive library of bed-load transport relations. Differing sediment transport formulae for bed-load or total-load are implemented. SISYPHE is applicable to noncohesive sediments that can be uniform or non-uniform, as well as cohesive sediments and sand-mud mixtures. Several physically based processes are incorporated into SISYPHE, such as the influence of secondary currents to precisely capture the complex flow field induced by channel curvature, the effect of bed slope associated with the influence of gravity, bed roughness predictors, and areas of the non-erodible bed, among others. SISYPHE can be coupled to the depth-averaged shallow water module TELEMAC-2D or the three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes module TELEMAC-3D. The sediment transport model relies on a complete description of the flow field through internal coupling with the flow module. At each time step, the hydrodynamic model (TELEMAC) calculates the flow field and sends the spatial distribution of the main hydrodynamic variables (water depth, flow velocity components, and bed shear stress) to the SISYPHE model. These sediment transport rates are calculated and bed level change is used to account for the effects of sediment transport on flow. The structure of such a coupled system is shown in Figure 1 .
Sediment transport rates in the modeling system are calculated with classical semi-empirical concepts, which involve the decomposition of sediment transport rates into bed-load and suspended load. The resulting bed evolution is then computed by solving Exner's equation. The model is mainly applicable to non-cohesive sediment composed of either uniform grains or multi-grains and characterized by their mean size and density. The conventional method for performing hydromorphodynamic simulations in rivers is to decouple the hydrodynamic and the morphodynamic modules. The decoupling approach is based on the rationale that the channel bed reacts at a much slower timescale than the flow. At the implementation level, these modules communicate through a quasi-steady morphodynamic time-stepping mechanism. During flow computation, the bed level is assumed to be constant, and during computation of the bed level, the flow and sediment transport quantities are assumed invariant to the bed level changes. The modules are linked together at the programming level. Sediment transport rates in the modeling system are calculated with classical semi-empirical concepts, which involve the decomposition of sediment transport rates into bed-load and suspended load. The resulting bed evolution is then computed by solving Exner's equation. The model is mainly applicable to non-cohesive sediment composed of either uniform grains or multi-grains and characterized by their mean size and density. The conventional method for performing hydro-morphodynamic simulations in rivers is to decouple the hydrodynamic and the morphodynamic modules. The decoupling approach is based on the rationale that the channel bed reacts at a much slower timescale than the flow. At the implementation level, these modules communicate through a quasi-steady morphodynamic time-stepping mechanism. During flow computation, the bed level is assumed to be constant, and during computation of the bed level, the flow and sediment transport quantities are assumed invariant to the bed level changes. The modules are linked together at the programming level.
HYDRO-FT-2D
HYDRO_FT-2D is a software system that enables simulating two-dimensional sediment transport processes. It was developed as an add-on to the hydraulic flow simulation system HYDRO_AS-2D. Apart from flow equations, equations pertaining to the concentration of suspended material and streambed alteration (Exner equation) are solved numerically.
Hydrodynamic Module
Two-dimensional hydrodynamic numerical simulation model, named HYDRO_AS-2D, was mainly developed for the calculation of dam break and flood wave propagation. Nevertheless, it can be successfully used in common two-dimensional flow simulations. In addition to the main program, which strictly performs hydrodynamic calculations, there are modules for the calculation of suspended load and bed-load transport (FT) and heat transfer (WT). The hydrodynamic module is based on the shallow water equations. As a result, when the vertical flow velocity component plays an essential role, a vertical layer model of a three-dimensional simulation model would be appropriate. Hence, the range of applicability of HYDRO_AS-2D is closely related to the question of problem dimensionality. Fortunately, previous experience shows that many practical problems of water engineering can be successfully described with the depth-averaged flow equations. Even complex flow conditions in flooded river valleys can be simulated effectively [31] [32] [33] [34] .
HYDRO_AS-2D uses a numerical mesh composed of triangular and rectangular elements. This type of mesh enables a simple adaptation to specific topographic and hydrodynamic conditions of each problem. This allows for intuitive and precise modeling of the river course, dikes, and road embankments, all of which are vital for a realistic presentation of flow processes.
The finite volume approach is known for its conservative properties, which make is very suitable for the calculation of discontinuous sections (e.g., hydraulic jumps, sudden changes in bed level, and widening or constriction of the channel width). Due to those conservative properties mass losses do not occur, as opposed to some other approaches.
Sediment Transport and Morphodynamic Module
The following modules exist as add-ons to HYDRO_AS-2D for sediment transport and morphodynamic simulations. GS1 is a bed-load transport module for only one fraction, GSm is a bed-load transport module for up to 12 fractions, ST is a solvent transport module for up to 12 fractions, and FT is a bed-load and solvent transport for up to 12 fractions. The part of the program enabling the simulation of up to 12 fractions was been with Hunziker, Zarn, and Partner S.G. The stream bed alteration, which is due to the sediment erosion and sedimentation of suspended material and bed-load, can be determined fractionally (Exner equation) . The cumulative stream bed alteration is calculated as the sum of the fractionated stream bed alteration. The sediment consists of several layers that are managed following a program routine [35] . Figure 2 roughly illustrates the interchanging processes between sediment layers.
In the following, the interchanging processes between the active layer and sub-layer due to erosion and sedimentation of the stream bed are summarized (see Figure 3 ).
For erosion:
• If the critical bed shear stress is exceeded, the stream bed erodes, and material is removed from the active layer.
•
By definition thickness of the active layer (h_AL) is unchangeable. Consequently, the material is transferred from the sub-layer to the active layer to compensate for the erosion.
In the case of a multi-grain setup, median grain diameter (dm_AL) and mass portion per grain fraction (FA_AL-i) in active layer change due to the material influx from the sub-layer.
Here, thickness of sub-layer (h_UL) decreases due to the material discharge, while median grain diameter (dm_UL) and mass portion per grain fraction (Fa_UL-i) in sub-layer remain unchanged. If the minimum sublayer thickness is reached, the basic layer erodes.
During erosion of the basic layer, the sub-layer adopts the constantly changing composition of the basic layer: dm_UL = dm_BL (median grain diameter in basic layer), and FA_UL-i = FA_BL-i (mass portion per grain fraction in basic layer). In the following, the interchanging processes between the active layer and sub-layer due to erosion and sedimentation of the stream bed are summarized (see Figure 3 ).
• If the critical bed shear stress is exceeded, the stream bed erodes, and material is removed from the active layer. • By definition thickness of the active layer (h_AL) is unchangeable. Consequently, the material is transferred from the sub-layer to the active layer to compensate for the erosion. • In the case of a multi-grain setup, median grain diameter (dm_AL) and mass portion per grain fraction (FA_AL-i) in active layer change due to the material influx from the sub-layer. • Here, thickness of sub-layer (h_UL) decreases due to the material discharge, while median grain diameter (dm_UL) and mass portion per grain fraction (Fa_UL-i) in sub- • In the case of a multi-grain setup, dm_AL and FA_AL-I change due to the deposited material, h_UL increases due to material flow from the active layer to sublayer, dm_UL, and FA_UL-i alter. • If the maximum sublayer thickness is reached, the material is transferred from the sublayer to the basic layer. Surface portion of the basic layer (h_BL) increases median grain diameter in basic layer (dm_BL), and FA_BL-i alter. 
BASEMENT
Basic Simulation Environment for Computation of Environmental Flow and Natural Hazard Simulation (BASEMENT) was developed at the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology, and For Sedimentation:
•
Multiple factors, such as low flow velocity, can cause sedimentation, which leads to the material influx to the active layer.
By definition h_AL is unchangeable. Consequently, the material is transferred from the active layer to sub-layer to compensate for the sedimentation.
In the case of a multi-grain setup, dm_AL and FA_AL-I change due to the deposited material, h_UL increases due to material flow from the active layer to sublayer, dm_UL, and FA_UL-i alter.
If the maximum sublayer thickness is reached, the material is transferred from the sub-layer to the basic layer. Surface portion of the basic layer (h_BL) increases median grain diameter in basic layer (dm_BL), and FA_BL-i alter.
BASEMENT
Basic Simulation Environment for Computation of Environmental Flow and Natural Hazard Simulation (BASEMENT) was developed at the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology, and Glaciology, Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) Zurich. It offers a flexible Graphical User Interface (GUI) and functional environment for numerical simulation of alpine rivers and sediment transport. The software is mainly comprised of the one-dimensional and two-dimensional flow computation with moving boundaries and an appropriate model for bed-load as well as a suspended load. It focuses on the stability of numeric models, the flexibility of the computational grid, and the combination and efficiency of the calculation method. The core of BASEMENT consists of numerical solution algorithms comprised of the appropriate modules. Pre-and post-processing are done with independent products using a well-defined common interface [36] . Figure 4 shows the complete system overview of BASEMENT. The BASEchain module deals with the 1D flow, whereas BASEplane module deals with the 2D flow.
• In the case of a multi-grain setup, dm_AL and FA_AL-I change due to the deposited material, h_UL increases due to material flow from the active layer to sublayer, dm_UL, and FA_UL-i alter. • If the maximum sublayer thickness is reached, the material is transferred from the sublayer to the basic layer. Surface portion of the basic layer (h_BL) increases median grain diameter in basic layer (dm_BL), and FA_BL-i alter. 
Basic Simulation Environment for Computation of Environmental Flow and Natural Hazard Simulation (BASEMENT) was developed at the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology, and Glaciology, Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) Zurich. It offers a flexible Graphical User Interface (GUI) and functional environment for numerical simulation of alpine rivers and sediment transport. The software is mainly comprised of the one-dimensional and two-dimensional flow computation with moving boundaries and an appropriate model for bed-load as well as a suspended load. It focuses on the stability of numeric models, the flexibility of the computational grid, and the combination and efficiency of the calculation method. The core of BASEMENT consists of numerical solution algorithms comprised of the appropriate modules. Pre-and post-processing are done with independent products using a well-defined common interface [36] . Figure 4 shows the complete system overview of BASEMENT. The BASEchain module deals with the 1D flow, whereas BASEplane module deals with the 2D flow. 
Hydrodynamic Module
In the BASEMENT modeling system, the behavior of fluid hydraulics is explained with physical models, namely the conservation of mass and momentum. Theoretically, it is possible to resolve the mathematical problem for small scale phenomena, such as turbulence structures. In a natural problem, however, it is mostly impossible to determine all boundaries and the exact initial conditions. Furthermore, the computational time needed to solve the full system of equations is rapidly increasing with higher spatial and temporal resolution. Therefore, dependent on the problem, the BASEMENT uses simplified mathematical models. In three dimensions, the flow and pressure distribution are completely described by the Navier-Stokes equations. These equations can only be solved numerically, as analytical solutions only exist for some overly simplified problems. The 3D approach is only suitable for local problems where turbulence phenomena and flow in all directions are essential for the results, e.g., the flow around bridge piers.
Supposing that the vertical velocity acceleration of water particles is negligible, integration over the flow depth is allowed, which results in the shallow water equations. They form a time-dependent, two-dimensional system of non-linear partial differential equations of the hyperbolic type. This set of equations provides accurate results for the behavior of water levels and velocities in a plane. Turbulence effects cannot be resolved anymore but are accounted for by an artificial friction factor in the closure condition, which establishes a relation between flow velocity and shear stress. The shallow water equations are used for 2D flows, such as dam breaks and curved flow. The main outputs of these equations are the water level and mean velocity in the flow direction. This method is still in use for computing large river systems.
Sediment Transport and Morphodynamic Module
The mathematical computation of sediment transport is not as well-developed as the hydrodynamic part. Theoretically, the movement of every single stone within the sediment could be computed by solving its equation of motion; however, this approach is still numerically too expensive. Therefore, sediment transport and behavior of the riverbed are calculated using empirical formulas developed by river engineers. The computation of the sediment flux is not physically correct but has proved to be accurate enough for a broad range of sediment transport problems. Usually, sediment transport occurs in the main flow direction. More sophisticated models also consider lateral phenomena within a curved flow. Very small grain sizes are treated as suspended sediment load, and their behavior can be computed by a physically scalar transport equation.
In more detail, the sediment transport equations are solved by vertical and spatial discretization. The finite volume method is applied to discretize the morphodynamic equations. Figure 5 shows the numerical model with a vertical partition into three main control volumes: the upper layer for momentum and suspended sediment transport, the active layer for bed-load sediment transport as well as bed material sorting, and the sublayer for sediment supply and deposition. The primary unknown variables of the upper layer are water depth h and specific discharge q and r in the directions of Cartesian coordinates x and y. Here, q Bg .x and q Bg .y describe the specific bed-load fluxes of the active layer. The bed level change Z B is obtained through combinations of balanced equations for water and sediment and the corresponding exchange terms (e.g., bed slope, bottom friction) between the vertical layers. 
Background and Application Range of Modeling Systems
As mentioned in Section 2.2, HYDRO_FT-2D was developed as an add-on to HYDRO_AS-2D, which is hydraulic flow simulation system. HYDRO_AS-2D was mainly developed for the calculation of dam break and flood wave propagation. Nevertheless, it can be used successfully for common two- 
As mentioned in Section 2.2, HYDRO_FT-2D was developed as an add-on to HYDRO_AS-2D, which is hydraulic flow simulation system. HYDRO_AS-2D was mainly developed for the calculation of dam break and flood wave propagation. Nevertheless, it can be used successfully for common two-dimensional flow simulations. It can be said that HYDRO_FT-2D is oriented for an engineering problem. On the contrary, the open TELEMAC-MASCARET is a mathematically superior suite of solvers for use in the field of free-surface flow. Having been used in the context of many studies throughout the world, it has become one of the major standards in its field. The main application of TELEMAC-2D is in free-surface maritime or river hydraulics; however, the software has many fields of application. The program is able to consider many phenomena, such as propagation of long waves with non-linear effects, turbulence, coupling with sediment transport, wave-induced currents, treatment of singularities, and dry areas in the computational field. In the maritime sphere, particular mention may be made of the sizing of port structures, the study of the effects of building submersible dikes or dredging, the impact of waste discharged from a coastal outfall, or the study of thermal plumes. In river applications, studies on the impact of construction works (bridges, weirs, tubes), dam breaks, flooding, or the transport of decaying or non-decaying tracers can be mentioned. TELEMAC-2D has also been used for a number of special applications, such as the bursting of industrial reservoirs and avalanches falling into a reservoir. In the case of BASEMENT, the key features of the software are 2D hydro-and morphodynamics, slope collapse, model coupling, and automatic control. Table 1 summarizes important background information on physical and mathematical theories, as well as numerical methods available in each modeling system. As can be seen from this table, the TELEMAC modeling system supports 3D RANS hydrodynamic simulations, whereas, the two other models are only capable of 2D hydrodynamic simulations. In HYDRO-FT and BASEMENT modeling systems, there is only one turbulence model available, while TELEMAC offers the user six options of different complexity, such as constant viscosity, Elder model, and k-ε model. For sediment transport modeling, the BASEMENT model provides a wide range of bed-load formulae, which makes its use more flexible for transport modeling. The transport of sediment materials can be calculated with only three equations in HYDRO-FT. In TELEMAC-MASCARET, the user is able to choose between either finite volume method (FVM) or finite element method (FEM) for hydrodynamic numerical simulation, while HYDRO_FT and BASEMENT use only the finite volume method for solving flow equations. In TELEMAC, finite elements resolution is based on the primitive equations. It is possible to replace the original equations with a generalized wave equation obtained by eliminating the velocity from the continuity equation using a value obtained from the momentum equation. This technique increases calculation speed but has the disadvantage of smoothing the results. When using the finite volume scheme, the primitive equations written in the conservative form are solved using seven different types of schemes. The available possibilities for each modeling system are listed in Table 1 . These include Harten-Lax-van Leer (HLL), Harten-Lax-van Leer-contact (HLLC), and weighted average flux (WAF) schemes. Both HYDRO-FT and BASEMENT modeling systems have the capability to perform simulation-based structured and unstructured meshes, whereas TELEMAC is only based on unstructured mesh grids. More detailed information about the physical and mathematical theories behind each modeling system can be found in the user manual for the software. 
Validation Test Case
The laboratory experiments conducted in previous work [28] in 180 • channel bends with the radius of curvature along the central bend line (r c ) for 4 m with width (B) of 1 m has been considered to validate the applied model systems. The bends had stilling basins of 11.5 m lengths on the upstream side and a sediment-settling tank on the downstream side of the same length, as shown in Figure 6 . 
The laboratory experiments conducted in previous work [28] in 180° channel bends with the radius of curvature along the central bend line (rc) for 4 m with width (B) of 1 m has been considered to validate the applied model systems. The bends had stilling basins of 11.5 m lengths on the upstream side and a sediment-settling tank on the downstream side of the same length, as shown in Figure 6 . A 0.2-m thick sand layer had a sediment of median diameter and standard deviation (d50) of 0.001 m and 2.5, respectively. The sand was classified into eight-grain sizes (see Table 2 ) and laid carefully with the desired gradation. They maintained the initial slope of 0.002 with the help of two rails supporting the instrument carriage. The base flow (q0) was 0.02 m 3 /s, initial water depth (h) was 0.0544 m, and shear velocity of u* = 0.031 m/s, determined for the condition of incipient motion of sediment with d50 = 0.001 m. Yen conducted five experimental runs, each running with the same initial sediment size gradation but varying discharges for each experiment. The maximum discharge was limited to 0.075 m 3 /s. A 0.2-m thick sand layer had a sediment of median diameter and standard deviation (d 50 ) of 0.001 m and 2.5, respectively. The sand was classified into eight-grain sizes (see Table 2 ) and laid carefully with the desired gradation. They maintained the initial slope of 0.002 with the help of two rails supporting the instrument carriage. The base flow (q 0 ) was 0.02 m 3 /s, initial water depth (h) was 0.0544 m, and shear velocity of u* = 0.031 m/s, determined for the condition of incipient motion of sediment with d 50 = 0.001 m. Yen conducted five experimental runs, each running with the same initial sediment size gradation but varying discharges for each experiment. The maximum discharge was limited to 0.075 m 3 /s. The bed elevations, corresponding changes, and transverse sediment sorting were measured and investigated after each experiment at different bend sections. The experiment result showed that the maximum scour and deposition occur at higher hydrograph discharges. In run number 4, the maximum deposition occurred near the inner bank at a 90 • bend section, and the maximum scour occurred at a 180 • bend section. It was also mentioned that the sediment was finer in the inner bank and coarser near the outer bank for higher discharges.
In this study, the experimental run number 4 is chosen to validate the proposed morphodynamic model systems. It has a maximum discharge of 0.053 m 3 /s at 100 min and total runoff time of 300 min. Figure 7 shows the corresponding triangular-shaped hydrograph with rising and falling limbs. maximum deposition occurred near the inner bank at a 90° bend section, and the maximum scour occurred at a 180° bend section. It was also mentioned that the sediment was finer in the inner bank and coarser near the outer bank for higher discharges. In this study, the experimental run number 4 is chosen to validate the proposed morphodynamic model systems. It has a maximum discharge of 0.053 m 3 /s at 100 minutes and total runoff time of 300 minutes. Figure 7 shows the corresponding triangular-shaped hydrograph with rising and falling limbs. 
Model Application
Model Evaluation
According to Legates [37] , the model performance evaluation should include at least one goodness-of-fit or relative error measure (e.g., coefficient of determination (R 2 )) and at least one absolute error measure (e.g., root mean square (RMSE) or mean absolute error (MAE)). In this paper, the model performance is evaluated based on the values of R 2 , RMSE, and MAE, which are determined using the following equations: 
where ∆z/h0 is the ratio of bed level change to initial depth, the suffixes measured and predicted denote the measured values from the Yen experiment and predicted values from the model, respectively. R 2 indicates the degree of similarity between measured and predicted values and determines how well considered independent variables account for the variance of the measured 
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where ∆z/h 0 is the ratio of bed level change to initial depth, the suffixes measured and predicted denote the measured values from the Yen experiment and predicted values from the model, respectively. R 2 indicates the degree of similarity between measured and predicted values and determines how well considered independent variables account for the variance of the measured dependent variable.
Higher values correlate with more significant model predictive capability, and R 2 values close to 1 indicate that the measured and predicted values are very similar [38] . The RMSE computes the square error of the prediction compared to actual values and calculates the square root of the summation value. The RMSE is the average distance of a data point from the fitted line measured along a vertical line. In contrast to the RMSE, the mean absolute error (MAE) is a quantity used to measure how close predictions are to the measured outputs. The MAE computes the average magnitude of error between predicted and actual values with no distinction between error directions. Low RMSE and MAE values indicate high confidence in the model-predicted values [37] .
Model Calibration
In the experiment, the evolution of the bed in a 180 • channel bend was investigated under unsteady-flow conditions with non-uniform sediment where the hydromorphological model systems have been validated against laboratory experiment. When coupling the sediment transport module with 2D flow models there are various calibration parameters that need to be parameterized for each model. Here, the bed-load transport formula is a vital calibration parameter that must be defined for models. As a result, the method of Engelund-Hansen [39] has been applied for the HYDRO-FT model, while TELEMAC applies the Meyer-Peter and Müller (MPM) formula [40] with a bed-load factor of 12 to simulate the laboratory experiment number 4 of Yen and Lee [28] . In the case of the BASEMENT modeling system, formulae by Hunziker [41] and Wu [42] have given good calibration results. With the same active layer thickness, prediction of the Hunziker formula is better for the scour side, while it overestimated on the deposit side. This result was exactly the opposite for the Wu formula [42] , but the overestimation of deposition was in a permissible range. After multiple calibrations, the Wu formula [42] with bed-load factor 5 provided the most precise results.
The critical Shield's parameter values for the HYDRO-FT, TELEMAC, and BASEMENT models are defined as 0.03, 0.04, and 0.03, respectively. The bed roughness was taken for the TELEMAC model as approximately three times the mean diameter, ks = 0.0035 m. The BASEMENT model applies the friction value of 40 m 1/3 /s for Strickler's coefficient. For the case of HYDRO-FT, after a trial and error procedure, it was found that defining three different types of materials for the main channel and inner and outer banks can significantly improve the accuracy of the model performance. As a result, the calibrated manning bed roughness values for corresponding sections are obtained as 0.025, 0.022, and 0.028, respectively. The non-cohesive bed porosity of 0.25, 0.37, and 0.37 are considered for the TELEMAC, HYDRO-FT, and BASEMENT models, respectively. A very important feature available in the TELEMAC model is the option to consider the effect of secondary transverse currents on sediment transport rates. The method of Engelund [39] has been programmed to reproduce transverse bed evolution in curved channels. The bottom shear stress direction and magnitude are modified depending on the water depth h and the radius of curvature r. The radius, unknown in the model, can be substituted using the formulation for the slope of the free surface, ∂Z s /∂n, in bends as:
where Z s is the free surface elevation and n is the transverse direction. The correction factor α is the only calibration parameter and should be set as 0.75 in the presence of bedforms and as 1 for flatbed conditions. The value of 0.75 was chosen as the calibrated secondary currents alpha coefficient in this part. This parameter is not available in the same format in the HYDRO-FT and the BASEMENT software. In these models, the bed shear stress deviation δ r from the mean flow direction can be roughly determined with the following equation [35, 43] : tan δ r = −Ah/r (5) where coefficient A is a calibratable parameter normally ranging between 8 and 12. The value of 12 was chosen in this case for the HYDRO-FT model. The radius of curvature r is derived from local changes in the flow direction. For the BASEMENT model, after multiple calibration procedures the best value of the curvature transport factor was selected as 9.
Another crucial factor necessary for calculating bed-load sediment transport rates for each class of sediment is the effect of hiding exposure. That means that in a sediment mixture, bigger particles will be more exposed to the flow than the smaller ones, and therefore prediction of sediment transport rates with classical sediment transport formulae must be corrected using a hiding exposure correction factor. Coupling the sediment transport module SISYPHE to TELEMAC allows the user to set the value of hiding factor for a particular size class and to choose a proper hiding factor formula. Two formulae, Egiazaroff [44] and Ashida and Michiue [45] were written based on the Meyer-Peter and Müller formula. Both formulae modify the critical Shield's parameter that will be used in the Meyer-Peter and Müller formula. Therefore, a useful combination is only attained with threshold formulae. The formula of Karim and Kennedy can be used in combination with any bed-load transport predictor. This formula directly modifies the bed-load transport rate. In this research, the hiding factors were initially calculated using the formulation of Egiazaroff, which is given as:
where the coefficient ζ i is the hiding factor for the i-th sediment class size, d i is the i-th sediment class size, and d m is the mean sediment size.
After calculating the hiding factors using the above equation, some values were slightly changed during the calibration process to reproduce the most accurate simulation. Finally, the values of 6.0, 2.8, 1.45, 1.0, 0.29, 0.04, 0.01, and 0.01 were considered as suitable hiding factors for particular size classes. There is no option in the HYDRO-FT model to consider this feature. In the case of BASEMENT, the Wu formula [42] was applied, which assumes the hiding and exposure factors as functions of hidden and exposed probability. These factors are related to the size and gradation of bed material. They calculated the probabilities of grain d g hidden and exposed by grain d i by:
where p hid , and p exp,g are the total hiding and exposing probabilities. The critical dimensionless Shield's parameter for each grain class g can be calculated with the hiding and exposure factors ng and the Shield's parameter of the mean grain size θ cr,m as:
where θ cr , is the critical dimensionless shield parameter for each grain class g. In BASEMENT's calibration, m is selected as −0.6.
The active layer thickness is another crucial parameter of the models, estimated by calibration and specified by the user. The active-layer thickness is evaluated by an appropriate empirical concept of the depth of bed material, which supplies material for bed-load transport and suspended sediment entrainment. Researchers have considered the active-layer thickness to be a function of dune height or water depth. Throughout the previous decades, many new formulae have been proposed to calculate the active-layer thickness [46] . However, all formulae were derived differently, and a definition of the active-layer thickness based on physical processes in this layer has not yet been given. In the presented models, the active-layer thickness is assumed to be constant. Table 3 summarizes some of the most important physical and mathematical parameters applied for calibration of each model. It should be considered that the calibration parameters that are available in one modeling system might not be available in the others. For example, as can be seen in Table 1 , each modeling system uses a different turbulence model, and it is difficult to apply the same for all. On the other hand, each model is calibrated individually to reach its best performance, and then the best-calibrated results obtained from them are compared. For instance, for sediment transport modeling, the MPM is providing the best results for TELEMAC, while BASEMENT performs more precise using the Wu formula. In this case, if the Wu sediment transport model is applied in TELEMAC, its performance is compromised. Therefore, there is no consistency among the calibrated parameters. Table 3 . Comparison of parameters utilized for each model calibration.
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Results and Discussion
According to [28] , a scour region exists for r/r c > 1.0 and a deposition region for r/r c < 1.0, where r/r c is the ratio of radial coordinate of channel bend to the radius of curvature along central line in the bend. Appreciable bed scour and deposition begin at about the 30 • section and gradually reduce after the 180 • section. The bed topographies are quite different among the five runs of experiments. The difference is due to the effect of the unsteady flow parameter. In their experiments, a close examination of the bed topographies and the longitudinal profiles reveals that the area of maximum deposition height is located between the 75 • and 90 • sections. Additionally, the area of maximum scour depth is between the 165 • and 180 • sections. For experiment run number 4, which is relevant for the present study, maximum deposition height and scour depth occur exactly at the 90 • and 180 • sections, respectively. The transverse bed profiles in these two areas should be of great interest to practicing engineers. The transverse bed profiles for the sections of maximum deposition and scour are shown in Figure 8 and Table 4 for all models. The figure and table indicate that the BASEMENT model perfectly simulates deposition in the 90 • section, while other models have smaller deposition heights near the inner bank.
In this section, the scour depth is precisely simulated by HYDRO-FT at the outer bank, whereas the TELEMAC model performs better than the other models for 0.95 ≤ r/r c ≤ 1.050. According to Figure 8 and Table 4 , at the 180 • section the HYDRO-FT model outperforms the others in the simulation of deposition depth, while the TELEMAC model performs more accurately in calculating scour depth at the outer bank. Although the BASEMENT model does not produce very accurate results for this section, its performance is comparable to the two other models. Figure 8 and Table 4 also reveal that the point of no change in bed elevation (i.e., ∆z/h 0 = 0) generally shifts toward the inner bank, whereas it shifts, for all models, towards the outer bank.
The results of the goodness of fit for each model are shown in Table 5 . According to this table, it can be generally concluded that at the 90 • section the BASEMENT model provides the best efficiency with the highest value of R 2 = 0.9970 and the lowest RMSE = 0.0763 and MAE = 0.0613. For the 180 • section the results are a little more complicated, where from RMSE and MAE viewpoints the TELEMAC model shows the best performance, while regarding R 2 BASEMENT performs best. Figure 9a , Figure 10a , and Figure 11a show in plan-view a comparison of the bed level changes normalized by the initial water depth after 5 h between the laboratory experiment (isolines in black) and the TELEMAC, HYDRO-FT, and BASEMENT morphological models (colors), respectively. As can be seen from these figures, deposition and scour commence at about the 30 • section, which is precisely modeled by TELEMAC and HYDRO-FT. The BASEMENT model, however, has simulated deposition long before this section and at the straight part of the channel. This unexpected deposition in the straight part of the channel can be observed throughout the whole simulation time. This could be due to computational errors or human-induced errors. In general, it can be observed that simulated results of BASEMENT shows better resemblances at the inner bank of the 90 • bend section in comparison with the TELEMAC and the HYDRO-FT models. Around the center of curvature of the bend, TELEMAC has a better approximation, whereas HYDRO-FT has a better prediction in the outer bank of the 90 • bend section. For the 180 • bend, at both outer and inner banks, BASEMENT shows an overestimation of bed level change. Overall, at the 180 • bend section, TELEMAC has a better approximation. Figure 9a , Figure 10a , and Figure 11a show in plan-view a comparison of the bed level changes normalized by the initial water depth after 5 h between the laboratory experiment (isolines in black) and the TELEMAC, HYDRO-FT, and BASEMENT morphological models (colors), respectively. As can be seen from these figures, deposition and scour commence at about the 30° section, which is precisely modeled by TELEMAC and HYDRO-FT. The BASEMENT model, however, has simulated deposition long before this section and at the straight part of the channel. This unexpected deposition in the straight part of the channel can be observed throughout the whole simulation time. This could be due to computational errors or human-induced errors. In general, it can be observed that simulated results of BASEMENT shows better resemblances at the inner bank of the 90° bend section in comparison with the TELEMAC and the HYDRO-FT models. Around the center of curvature of the bend, TELEMAC has a better approximation, whereas HYDRO-FT has a better prediction in the outer bank of the 90° bend section. For the 180° bend, at both outer and inner banks, BASEMENT shows an overestimation of bed level change. Overall, at the 180° bend section, TELEMAC has a better approximation.
The distribution of the measured (isolines in black) and calculated (colors) mean grain size using each model at the end of the experiment are also plotted in Figure 9b, Figure 10b, Figure 11b . Experimental results reveal that the largest variation of d/d0 in the transverse direction occurred near the 90° section, indicating that the most intensive transverse sorting is in this area. The minimum and maximum measured d/d0 values are 0.7 and 2.89, respectively, occurring in the inner and outer banks. The simulated d/d0 values using the TELEMAC, HYDRO-FT, and BASEMENT models are in the range of 0.2-2.3, 0.5-2.48, and 0.3-2.1, respectively. According to the figures and the range of simulated d/d0 values, the models are not able to accurately predict the mean grain size distribution in the channel bend. Among the models, BASEMENT shows the lowest efficiency. Although the range of simulated d/d0 by the HYDRO-FT model is closer to the measured values, it can be seen from the figure that the predicted values are found in wrong locations. Generally, it can be concluded that the TELEMAC model is more accurate than the two other models in this case. 
Conclusions
In the present study, three comprehensive morphodynamic modeling systems, namely TELEMAC-MASCARET, HYDRO-FT, and BASEMENT, were utilized to calculate flow and sediment transport in a curved alluvial channel. The models were applied to calculate the sediment sorting and the bed deformation under unsteady flow conditions with non-uniform materials. The predictions have been compared with data from the laboratory measurements and prototype observations of [28] . The actual limitations of the morphodynamic model are due to the high degree of empiricism, an inherent feature of most sediment transport models. As a result, there has been significant effort aimed at reducing the uncertainty in the morphodynamic model results. After an extensive model calibration process, it has been concluded that all models are able to predict the deposition and scour in the channel bend accurately. The simulated results showed that at the inner bank of the 90° bend section BASEMENT performed better, while around the center of the bend curvature TELEMAC had a better approximation. The HYDRO-FT showed a better prediction in the outer bank of the 90° bend section. Moreover, at the 180° bend section, TELEMAC provided a better approximation, while BASEMENT overestimated the bed level changes. In contrast the calculation of the bed topographies and the longitudinal profiles, the models are not able to accurately predict the mean grain size distribution in the channel bend. However, it could be concluded that the TELEMAC model was more accurate than the two other models in this case. 
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In the present study, three comprehensive morphodynamic modeling systems, namely TELEMAC-MASCARET, HYDRO-FT, and BASEMENT, were utilized to calculate flow and sediment transport in a curved alluvial channel. The models were applied to calculate the sediment sorting and the bed deformation under unsteady flow conditions with non-uniform materials. The predictions have been compared with data from the laboratory measurements and prototype observations of [28] . The actual limitations of the morphodynamic model are due to the high degree of empiricism, an inherent feature of most sediment transport models. As a result, there has been significant effort aimed at reducing the uncertainty in the morphodynamic model results. After an extensive model calibration process, it has been concluded that all models are able to predict the deposition and scour in the channel bend accurately. The simulated results showed that at the inner bank of the 90 • bend section BASEMENT performed better, while around the center of the bend curvature TELEMAC had a better approximation. The HYDRO-FT showed a better prediction in the outer bank of the 90 • bend section. Moreover, at the 180 • bend section, TELEMAC provided a better approximation, while BASEMENT overestimated the bed level changes. In contrast the calculation of the bed topographies and the longitudinal profiles, the models are not able to accurately predict the mean grain size distribution in the channel bend. However, it could be concluded that the TELEMAC model was more accurate than the two other models in this case.
